WORKS TREATING ON
SEXOLOGIC SUBJECTS,
AND THE-
Emancipation of Woman.

FOR SALE BY THE
TWENTIETH CENTURY PUB. CO., NEW YORK

Ancient Sex Worship, showing how the Cross, the Triad or Trinity, and many other religious symbols originated in the sex nature, and giving many other facts illustrating the extent to which sexuality inspired art, literature, politics, and religion. A remarkable book. Cloth, $1.


Bellamy, Charles J. An Experiment in Marriage. A suggestive solution of the marriage problem. This is by a brother of Edward Bellamy, author of “Looking Backward.” Paper, 50c. cloth, $1.

Besant, Mrs Annie. Marriage: As It Was, as It Is, and as It Should Be. Paper, 25c.; limp cloth, 50c.


Boyd, N. E. To the Studious and Thoughtful about Our Sexual Nature. 10c.

Bristol, A. C. The Relation of the Maternal Function to the Woman Intellect. 10c.

Bryan, Rose W. Yes or No. 10c.

Campbell, Rachel. The Prodigal Daughter. Shows appalling sacrifice of girls and women to sustain “virtue” and marriage. 10 cents.

Chavannes, Albert. Cross-breeding and Parental Influences. 10c.

Vital Force and Magnetic Exchange. 20c.

Chavasse, Dr. Pye Henry: Advice to a Wife and Advice to a Mother. 2 volumes in one, 528 pages. Cloth, $1.

Conway, M. D. Graves at Bournemouth.

Cook, Mrs. Dr. E. G. For Mothers and Daughters. Cloth, $1.50.

Cottinger, Prof. H. M. Rosa, the Educating Mother. Written for mothers and young ladies of age. Cloth, $1.
Miscellaneous.—Continued.

Roget's Thesaurus. No scholar should be without it. No library complete unless it is on your shelf. Revised and enlarged. 12mo, cloth, $1.50.

Evolution. Containing the first fifteen numbers of the modern science essays. Bound, cloth, $2.

Sociology. Containing seventeen numbers of the modern science essays, beginning No. 16, and ending No. 34, Nos. 17 and 19 being omitted. $2, cloth.

Capital. By Karl Marx. Said to be the ablest work on Socialism—sometimes called the Bible of Socialists. The gist of the theory lies in the first half of the volume, but the remainder of the work is interesting as a scathing analysis of capitalistic production. New and revised edition. The English edition is faulty and costly. Paper, $1.20; cloth, extra, $1.75.

Genius of Galilee. By A. U. Hancock. $1.50, cloth.

Helvetius, 20c., cloth.

The Philosophy of Disenchantment. By Edgar Saltus. 12mo, cloth, gilt top, $1.25. A philosophical work which entitles the author to a first place in the ranks of modern thinkers. Even those who disagree with his conclusions cannot deny him a vigorous and pointed logic, keen insight, and powerful reasoning.


Prisoners of Poverty Abroad. By Helen Campbell. A graphic description of the labor question and its slaves in foreign countries. Paper, 50c.; cloth, $1.

Prisoners of Poverty. By same authoress. The scene being located in America, contains valuable and true information. Paper, 50c.; cloth, $1.

Haeckel, Ernst. The History of Creation; or, the Development of the Earth and its Inhabitants by the Action of Natural Causes. A popular exposition of the doctrine of evolution in general. Illustrated with lithographic plates. In 2 vols., 12mo. $5, cloth.

The Evolution of Man. A popular exposition of the principal points of human Ontogeny and phylogeny. 2 vols., 12mo. $5, cloth.

Freedom in Science and Teaching. From the German. With a prefatory note by T. H. Huxley, 12mo. $1, cloth.


Mill’s System of Logic, Analysis of, $1.50.

Ruskins’ Works. Sesame and Lilies. 30c., cloth,

The Crown of Wild Olives. 30c., cloth,

Ethics of the Dust. 30c., cloth. The three in one volume 50c., cloth.


Ancient Man in America. Larkin. $1.50, cloth.
Miscellaneous.—Continued.

McCarthy, Justin H. Short History of Ireland. 35c., cloth.
Ireland since the Union. 12mo, 50c., cloth.
A History of Our Own Times, from the Accession of Queen Victoria to the Berlin Congress. 2 vols., 12mo, cloth gilt, $2.25.
MacQueary, Rev. Howard. Evolution of Man and Christianity. 12mo, $1.75, cloth.
The Farmers' Alliance. Its Aims and Accomplishments. By H. R. Chamberlain. 15c., paper.
The Why I Am. An Economic Symposium. 15c., paper.
Force and Matter. By Ludwig F. Buchner. $1.50, cloth.
Epicurus, or a Few Days in Athens. By Wright. 75c., cloth.
Comte's Positive Philosophy. By Auguste Comte. Translated by Harriet Martineau. 1 vol., 8vo., gilt top, $4. cloth.
Agnosticism, and other Essays. By Edgar Fawcett. With a pro-
logue by Col. Robert G. Ingersoll. 12mo, gilt top, $1.50, cloth.
The Margin of Profits. How Profits are Now Divided; What Part of
Slav or Saxon. A Study of the Growth and Tendencies of Russian
Civilization. By Wm. D. Foulke, A. M. Octavo, cloth, $1.00.
Social Economy. By J. E. Thorold Rogers. Octavo, 75c., cloth.
Of Work and Wealth. A summary of Economics. By R. R. Bow-
kir. Octavo. 75c., cloth.
Johnson, Samuel. Oriental Religions, and their Relation to Uni-
O. B. Frothingham.
How the Other Half Lives. Studies Among the Tenements of New
York. By Jacob A. Riis. With forty illustrations from photo-
graphs taken by the author. 304 large pages, heavy calendered paper, fine binding. $2 50. This is really a picture of darkest New York; a vivid picture of its underworld, and a helpful consideration of the forces therein at work, and the best means of counteracting them.
News from Nowhere. By William Morris. Poet and Social Re-
former. Its Ideal: The Solidarity of Labor. Under the régime of Mr. Morris, co-operation is organic, spontaneous, vol-
untary. Under Bellamy it is mechanical and military. The
book is elegantly bound, and sells for One Dollar. "It is a charming story of the future of England under favored con-
ditions of human equality."—Critic.
The A B C of Electricity. By W. H. Meadowcroft. It is not in-
tended, in the slightest degree, to be put forward as a scientific
work, but it will probably give to many the information they desire without requiring too great a research into books which treat more extensively and deeply of this subject. Cloth, 50c.